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Here is a rundown of the top stories in oddities and paranormal news from the past week
courtesy of Doubtful News .

This big news this week was another exposure of the Burzynski cancer treatment claims. First,
we got news that the FDA sent a letter to the Burzynski clinic in Texas warning them of
language they used in promotion of the clinic. It turns out they were hyping the claims they were
supposed to be testing, "safe and effective", for their antineoplastons treatment. More came
later this week as it became more and more clear that
t
here is a difference
between conventional trials for new drugs and those claims from unconventional clinics that
charge patients and sell potential false hope.

Another unconventional treatment, chelation, was in the news when the results of a long
anticipated study
were released. The study was spun but, overall, it does not support the glowing claims made by
chelation advocates.

UFOs and Bigfoot were in the news this week. Unfortunately, the evidence presented was
extremely poor. A local Denver news station did an extremely bizarre story of UFOs that
looked very obviously like bugs
.

Reports surfaced from the Indian border with China of mysterious lights .

A very unclear video of Bigfoot surfaced this week from Provo Canyon, Utah. Then, it went
viral
. It's
what the Bigfoot community would label a "blobsquatch" - a dark blob that is interpreted as
being a Sasquatch.

More strange things in the media, local officials seem to still fall for the "Satanic" crime label,
even when it may be something completely different.
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The bad news of the week was pretty awful. A self-proclaimed psychic with a criminal past is
accused of being part of a murder plot
.

A child was starved and lacked proper medical care when he was hospitalized and his parents
charged with abuse for their "holistic" philosophy.

A school was scammed by someone who claimed to be helping a young boy suffering from
leukemia.

In good news, even though the anti-science representative was running unopposed, Charles
Darwin made a strong showing
the Georgia election.

The Creation Museum in Kentucky has fewer visitors this year . Is that good news or just a
consequence of a lax economy?

Have a guilty conscience? You may want to put that purloined rock back .

And, finally, this is a weird one. There is a phantom gluer in Ireland .

Come visit Doubtful News for more stories, updated every day.
Send us YOUR tips. Mail them to editor@doubtfulnews.com
Follow us @Doubtfulnews on Twitter .
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Sharon Hill runs Doubtful News, a unique feed of news stories about the paranormal,
pseudoscience, the weird and the unexplained with questioning commentary.
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